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Zirndorf, 31 August 2023  

 
To mark its 85th anniversary, the German television manufacturer Metz  
presented a highly sustainable anniversary model at IFA.  
 
First-class design & features  
Like all Metz Classic televisions, the Metz 
CUBUS edition special model is  
developed and produced with great 
care in Germany. High-quality materials, 
a wealth of features and a sophisticated 
TV platform are testament to the  
individual class and exceptional value of 
this TV, which has been released as a 
strictly limited edition. Based on the 
Metz CUBUS 43, the CUBUS edition retains the distinctive stand design with 
the cubic stand column that gives it its name and features some elegant  
design upgrades with a black sound bar, a rotating stand base made of black  
anodised aluminium and the high-quality RM 19 remote control.  
 

              
 
Top quality made in Germany  
A 43-inch UHD direct LED display with local area dimming ensures remarkably 
sharp images with brilliant colours – and makes the CUBUS edition a true  
energy-saver despite its extensive range of features. Thanks to its twin multi-
tuner and two CI+ interfaces, it is equipped to receive free and pay TV via all 
available reception modes. With a sealed 2-way system and bass reflex  
channel, MetzSoundPro technology delivers crystal clear trebles and rich bass 
frequencies that bring sound to life through six front-facing speakers. WiFi, 
Bluetooth and an extensive range of interfaces make it a truly versatile  
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all-rounder. In addition, this television also supports USB recording, meaning it 
offers a range of convenient timeshift and recording functions. 
 

85-month manufacturer’s warranty 
A particular highlight of the Metz CUBUS edition is 
that it comes with an exclusive anniversary warran-
ty for Germany and Austria. This lasts for 85 
months – a full seven years of warranty (panel  
excluded), underpinning the traditional German 
company’s quality and sustainability standards. 
“This tribute to Metz’s 85th anniversary, making it 
possibly unique in the market, is our way of  

thanking all of the customers who, time and time again, make a conscious 
decision to buy a Metz TV Made in Germany”, says Dr Norbert Kotzbauer,  
CEO of Metz Consumer Electronics GmbH. The Metz Classic CUBUS edition 
will be available in stores from September for €1499 RRP. 
 
 


